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Abstract

 In recent years Opinion Mining has become one of the very interesting fields 
of Language Processing. To extract the gist of a sentence in a shorter and 
efficient manner is what opinion mining provides. In this paper we focus on 
detecting aspects for a particular domain in a relatively resource poor 
language Hindi. Here we present a corpus of mobile reviews in Hindi which 
are labelled with carefully curated aspects. We also propose baseline models 
to detect aspects in Hindi text after conducting various experiments.

Results

•We observed that both the classifiers equally perform well on the data. We also 
observed that character n-grams models are superior than word n-gram models. 
Combination of word and char n-gram TF-IDF vectors do not improve the performance 
significantly. 
•From the values of confusion matrix,we observed that class has  स्पेसि�फि�केशन 
(specification) overshadowed classes NULL and specification) overshadowed classes NULL and  कै मरा मरा(specification) overshadowed classes NULL and camera). It shows that our model 
is not able to predict between the umbrella class and the child class accurately.

Data Creation

•As mentioned, earlier our work is on a specific domain. To build our corpus we 
scrapped data from various online forums with reviews on mobile phones. We 
retrieved 294 mobile reviews(specification) overshadowed classes NULL and 37410 sentences) in a HTML format after extensive 
removal of noisy reviews. We had 294 HTML files which had raw data between 
different HTML tags. After initial annotation of assigning headings as the aspects, 
we had 18 classes of aspects in total.  After eliminating all redundancies, we 
finally had 5 classes or aspects for our mobile reviews.
•The main task was to predict aspects in ev ery sentence in a review. We used 
different classifiers for the prediction task. We mostly experimented with 
machine learning models with 5-fold cross-validation as we had limited amount of 
data at our disposal. Our featureset consisted of Word N grams and Character N 
grams. 

 Conclusion and Future work

•We annotated aspects for mobile reviews written in Hindi as a part of this work. We
also presented baseline models for automatic aspect identification in mobile reviews. 
•The baseline models will help us to annotate more reviews semiautomatically and can 
then be integrated to improve our systems. We will explore more into neural network 
architecture and word embeddings.
•The next task in this area would be to annotate polarity of the aspects. We can also 
explore identifying the most informative reviews
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